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What Rinzai is saying is that if you are person who wants to learn the Buddha-dharma

then the first thing you must study are the two essential opposing activities that bring the world

we live in into being and at the same time bring all of us into being.  

Starting the day after tomorrow we will begin "seichu."  Seichu is the training period in

which you stay here and train for three months.  In order to approach seichu I am asking you to

have a clear understanding of the nature of yourself and also the nature of this place we all live in

together.

In the practice of Tathagata Zen we yell out, we shout out in a loud voice and ask you,

"Why!?  Why is it that we are formed by two opposing activities?"  

It seems as if most people simply unquestioningly, unconditionally accept that they have

been born into this world.  However, every single existent being that is born will, without fail,

also pass away.  We all will undoubtedly meet up with the activity of being annihilated.  In order

to clearly understand that no existent being is a fixated being we demand that you throw yourself

into studying the two essential opposing activities.  

According to the teaching of Buddhism when we investigate the nature of any existence

that is born we see that the moment any existence appears it always appears right together with

the place it lives in.  There is not even one thing that has ever been born without already having

its home.  

Buddhism further teaches that the home the every existent being is born with is this Great

Cosmos.  However, all existent beings, in fact, do not appear with the entire Great Cosmos as

their home in the beginning.  We appear with only a limited part of the Great Cosmos as our

home when we first appear.  

That is the definition an imperfect existent being.  An existent being that appears with a

limited part of the Great Cosmos as its home is an imperfect being.  There is nothing wrong with
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manifesting an "I am" self, however Buddhism says that you must be able to come to clearly

think and understand that  as long as you are asserting your "I  am" you are manifesting  the

incomplete self.  

Therefore, first, before you say "I am," think clearly that the self who says "I am" is the

incomplete, imperfect self.

If you do manifest the complete "I am" then in all cases of that, necessarily, that perfect,

complete "I am" is the Great Cosmos itself.  

The teaching of Buddhism says that every single incomplete existent being from a plant

to a mosquito all the way up to a human being, in fact, inevitably will manifest the perfect self.

Inevitably we all manifest ourselves as the Great Cosmos.  I know that for some of you this is the

first time you have heard this kind of talk, so it must be difficult for you to understand, so I

would like review what I have already said.  So listen up carefully!  What I am saying is that,

according to Buddhism, it does not matter if you are a man or a woman, you all come around

putting on very dignified gentlemanly or womanly faces, as if you were manifesting a perfect

self, as if you were manifesting as a perfect person, but in fact you are all incomplete, imperfect

selves!  Buddhism says that all people who appear as man or woman are imperfect.  Perfection

itself is neither good nor evil.  It is because you are manifest in the state of imperfection that the

conditions of big and small, beautiful and ugly are manifest.  There is thing called ‘make up,

cosmetics.’  There is make up for both men and women.  In fact it is very important when you

are manifesting an imperfect self, because you are imperfect, to use make up.  In Buddhism to

make yourself up means the imperfect self making itself up to be the perfect self.  When you get

down to actually practicing Buddhism and jumping into the study of Buddhism, this is what you

should be studying, and this is what you should be practicing.  You should be studying how to

put on the make up of needing to manifest the perfect self.  Then you should practice putting that

make up on.  

If you have been listening to all of this carefully then you should be able to understand

the difference between the imperfect self and the perfect self.  

In this way every single existent being will inevitably come to manifest the perfect self.
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Whether it is a mosquito, a fish, a bird, an animal, or a person, all will manifest the perfect self.   

Why is it, however, that the imperfect self appears in the first place?  And what kind of a

state is this that we refer to as the perfect self?  As I told you yesterday, before we step into

seichu I am attempting to explain this principle clearly so that you will be well prepared for

seichu.  This is what I would like to do today.   

When the self  appears it  is  always at  first  an imperfect  self,  however,  inevitably,  all

existent beings will manifest the perfect self.  The principle behind this is what I am going to tell

you, so make a big hole in your belly, and listen carefully!  You will not be able to manifest the

complete self if you just listen with your ears, thinking, "Oh, yeah, that makes sense."  

In the same way, if you just look with your eyes, and think, "That is myself," you will not

be able to manifest  the perfect  self.   It is because the perfect state appears when ears, eyes,

mouth, nose, tongue, and consciousness have been destroyed that you are asked to, "Throw away

your ears, eyes, mouth, nose, tongue, and consciousness!  Listen like that!"  This is what I mean

when I say, "Make a big hole in your belly and listen with that!"  

As I  mentioned yesterday the two opposing activities  are called tatha-gata and tatha-

agata.   When we practice  Tathagata  Zen we further  name the tatha-gata,  going activity,  the

expanding activity and the tatha-agata, coming activity, the contracting activity.  Also we can

understand the going activity to be the activity of affirmation, and the coming activity to be the

activity of negation.  Also you have to learn to practice understanding that the tatha-gata activity

is the activity that forms man, and the tatha-agata, coming activity to be the minus activity that

forms woman.  

Isn’t it true that right now, right in front of my eyes, here, now, actually, there are men

and women both appearing?  You all are appearing, and you already are saying, "I am a man," or

"I am a woman" as you appear.  There is no denying that.  That is the reality.  You are either men

or women.  And yet Buddhism says that that is not your complete self.  That is not the complete

human being.  The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that the reason why you sit there saying, "I

am a man," or "I am a woman" is because you are sentimentally attached to yourself.  When you

are not attached to yourself, when you are manifesting the perfect self, then there is no need to
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impudently say, "I am a man" or "I am a women."

In  Buddhism a  complete  person  is  called  a  bodhisattva.   When  you  hear  the  word

bodhisattva you probably immediately think of a Buddha statue, and yet, in fact, all of you are

already  bodhisattvas.   You  have  all  already  attained  the  qualifications  to  be  a  bodhisattva,

because a bodhisattva is someone, either man or woman, striving to manifest the complete self.

You  have  probably  seen  Buddhist  statues  of  various  bodhisattvas  such  as  Kannon,

Samantabhadra,  and  Manjushri.   Jizo  bodhisattva  is  another  bodhisattva.   All  of  these

bodhisattvas are the same as each other in that they are manifesting the perfected person.  They

are manifesting a human being that has made all of plus and minus, all of tatha-gata and tatha-

agata its content.

Here at  Mount Baldy this is  the kind of Zen we study.  We simply name the going

activity plus and the coming activity minus, and then throw ourselves into actually doing those!

The time is running out, so I’m going to hurry!

As I  said yesterday,  these two mutually  opposing activities,  Listen carefully  to this!,

Inevitably will meet each other.  It does not matter what kind of a man or woman you are, the

activity that forms man and the activity that forms woman are opposite from each other, but you

all should know from your own experience that it is inevitably that man and woman meet each

other.  

Another useful and suitable way to understand these two activities is to call the minus

activity the activity of God and the plus activity the activity of the devil.  It is the same as to say

that the plus activity is the activity that manifests evil and the minus activity is the activity that

manifests good.  

These two opposite activities will meet, without a doubt!  Man and woman, good and evil

will meet!  Therefore everyone must recognize this meeting of the opposites!  No one can ignore

it!  This is the teaching of Buddhism!

These two activities of plus and minus, evil and good, are acting in the very same world.

This is what I began to explain to you yesterday.  It is utterly important to find a way to see just

how thoroughly these two activities are co-habitating the same place.  They are really living right
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together.  In this way you might see them as brothers and sisters to each other, but that is not

quite right.  They are living together, in one shared home, more thoroughly even than that.  

When plus and minus meet what kind of a situation is this?  The two are distinct from

each other.  The world has been divided into two, a plus world and a minus world.  And now

those two halves of the one world meet each other.  

Of course, because plus and minus are acting without will, without consciousness, when

they meet each other there is no need for them to think.  They do not think anything!  They do

not think, "It is great we met each other!" and they also do not think, "Oh no, I wish we had not

met!"  

However,  if  we,as  a  temporary  expedient,  say  that  plus  and  minus  do  exhibit

consciousness, then, as I told you yesterday, when they meet each other they will ask each other,

"Where did you come from?"

Where did you come from?!  You must become a bodhisattva who can clearly answer

that question.  Where did you come from?  That is Zen practice.  If do not really know where you

come from then you end up meeting people, and separating from them, and meeting other people

and separating, without having any idea of what you are doing, without having any idea about

the nature of your self.  

Probably you folks will answer something like, "I came from Germany," or "I came from

New York."  I guess there is nothing so wrong with that.  Those, however, are just words.  Those

are just words people have attached to places.  Those are not your true homes.  In Tathagata Zen

practice your answer will not be accepted until it is utterly obvious and clear!  So how can you

answer?!  If you cannot give a real answer then you should understand that you are living your

life like a fairy tale, like a dream story.

If you live like that you cannot really get into practice.  You have to answer clearly!  That

is Zen practice.  So how do you answer?

In the beginning these types  of questions  are  just  too difficult  for you to answer by

yourselves.  It is natural that you cannot answer at first, and so Roshi gives you the answer.  We

have plus and minus here, and both plus and minus have their respective sources.  Therefore plus
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must be able to answer, "I came from the source of plus," and minus must be able to answer, "I

came from the source of minus."  When you can answer in that way, then you can begin to step

into real practice.

That, however, is not the end of it!  Another question comes.  What about those sources?

Are they fixated or not?  If, for example, the origin of plus were fixated, then plus would never

be able to leave his origin.  He would never be able to jump forth from his origin.  Minus is the

same.  In no way is her origin fixated.  

Plus  and  minus  have,  in  fact,  left  their  origins.   Plus  has  expanded  and  minus  has

contracted, and through expanding and contracting now they meet.  This is Zen practice.  Please

listen carefully, and practice this activity carefully.  

Now you have met.  But what about the meeting itself?  Is that situation fixated?  Can

you stop there?  Buddhism teaches that you can never stop at having met.  

The meeting will inevitably be broken through.  To look first at the plus activity, plus

breaks through the meeting with minus, and then What is the world that is appearing in front of

plus?  What is the world that he now enters?

It is only when the meeting is broken through that finally plus experiences minus.  Plus

completely becomes minus.  

Breaking through, plus totally, immediately experiences minus, and then arrives at the

very source of minus.  

Minus is the same in this.  The moment they break through each other she dives into the

world of plus.  Therefore, at once, she arrives at the source of plus.  

This is the activity that plus and minus do.  When you sit zazen this activity is what you

should contemplate.  The contemplation of plus and minus meeting and breaking through their

meeting is zazen.  People love to talk about meditation and doing meditation, and all of that is

fine, but it does not become Zen practice until your meditation becomes the contemplation of this

activity.  You can do meditation for a year or two, or maybe even a hundred years, and it is not

necessarily the case that that meditation will truly become Zen practice.  Do not forget this.  You,

who have come here to do Zen practice, now you are stepping into seichu, so do not forget what
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activity real Zen practice is!

Plus arrives at the origin of minus, and then, at once, he becomes a minus person.  Then

he takes on the form of a minus bodhisattva. Simultaneously, minus, having arrived at the source

of plus, takes on the form of plus.  

If you think in such a way that you think that your "I am" is always your "I am" how can

you expect to do Zen practice?  

You must change!  You must take on the form of the other.  The man must become the

woman.  Plus must become minus and vice versa.  

Now it is time for careful self reflection.  Now it is time to think sternly about this.  What

has happened here?  The plus activity has manifested zero, and so has the minus activity.  But

they have only experienced half of the whole as zero.  Plus has experienced the world of minus.

That is he has only truly experienced half of the whole.  Therefore this is not the complete zero.

Minus  is  the  same  in  this.   She  has  only  truly  experienced  half  of  the  whole  world.   To

experience, here, means that she has only done the zero activity together with plus in half of the

world.  Therefore plus and minus are in the same situation.  They both have not experienced

complete zero.  They are facing each other at the origin of the opposite having only experienced

half of zero.

In this situation if plus tries to look back to his own origin he cannot see it.  Minus is the

same.  She is now at the origin of plus, and if she looks back towards her own origin she cannot

see it.  Why is that?  In this situation, in Tathagata Zen, we say that no matter hard you try you

cannot see your own source.  

In this situation, when each has experienced only half of the whole, if one says, "I am,"

then there will be another half of "I am" in back of you.  The plus world takes the lead in the

action, and experiences the world of minus.  In this state half of the total plus world has been

manifest.  Minus acts, and through her activity she experiences the world of plus, together with

plus, as zero.  This is a manifestation of a zero self.  Plus and minus have come together, so that

is zero, but it is not the perfect zero.  In fact this situation is one in which two imperfect selves

come to be facing each other again, separated from each other.  In other words, even if plus says,
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"I really did experience the world of minus," and minus says, "I sure did experience the world of

plus," they have only experienced half of the world.  They have not manifested complete zero!

This is not the perfect condition.  Tathagata Zen is very strict about this.  

Behind, or in back, of the world that plus experienced together with minus as zero is the

world that minus experienced together with plus as zero.  These two worlds are opposing each

other,  and they  cannot  see  each other.   It  is  as  if  they  were back to  back,  facing  opposite

directions.  In any case, there is a boundary between front and back.

Another reason plus and minus cannot see each other in this situation is that there is some

thing that has appeared at the boundary blocking their view.

What is there at the boundary, between them?  When we remember back to when they

broke through each other,  as  I  always tell  you, that  breakthrough does not  occur  randomly.

There is a distinct principle by which they break through each other.  That is, as I always tell

you, they both must give a part of themselves.  Plus gives one hundred millionth of himself, and

so does minus.  This is how they break through each other.  That one hundred millionth of both

plus and minus come together and form this thing at the boundary.  Therefore they cannot see

through that.  Therefore they cannot see back to their own origins.

The coming together, according to Buddhism, of the one hundred millionth of plus and

minus, is the very foundation, the very beginning of an existent being.  

The coming together  of one hundred millionth of plus and minus is  the child  of the

Dharma.  This is the child of The Tathagata.  Therefore, even though plus and minus do turn

around and look back towards  each other,  even though the husband and the  wife both  turn

around and look back towards each other, they cannot see each other.  The only thing they can

see is their child who is appearing in between them.  

If you get married, and birth a child, then, through that experience you should be able to

clearly  understand this  essential  principle.    However,  according to  Tathagata  Zen,  it  is  not

necessary to get married.  Anybody who grows up, matures, becomes and adult, and practices

zazen can manifest the wisdom that clearly knows this principle.

Plus is now at the origin of minus, and minus is at the origin of plus.  The husband is at
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the wife’s source, and vice versa.  They are looking back towards each other, but they cannot see

each other.  They can only see their child in between them.  But, they can think.  They can think

that behind the child, in the child’s shadow, their own origins do exist.   

What I am trying to teach here is that, according to Tathagata Zen, there is a distinct

difference between thinking and really knowing.  When the activity of truly knowing is done

then the thinking activity is no longer necessary.  

So what is that state of truly, completely knowing?  Minus has truly experienced the

world of plus, and plus, likewise, has completely experienced the world of minus, and so they

can really know each other.  However, plus and minus cannot see each other's  worlds, even if

they try.  This is when the thinking activity is manifest.  Plus and minus have experienced each

other,  but  they  cannot  see  each  other.   They  can,  however,  think  about  their  experience.

Thinking, in fact, is a very good thing!  However, if it is just thinking, then your heart will begin

to burn!  If two lovers only are able to think of each other, and nothing more, their hearts will

begin to burn!  This state of thinking of each other is when we are loving each other, but this

love is thinking love.  It can also be called thirsty love (かつあい).  Thinking of each other, we

manifest a kind of desireful love.  We think that we want to love. 

This is not perfect love.  It is still love that wants.  Everyone passes through this stage

along the road to becoming the complete bodhisattva.  

What is the perfect condition?  What is the condition of total knowing?  

We have to do just as we had thought!  We must actually do it.  We have to practice it.

Plus and minus have experienced each other, and are at the source of the other.  It is here that

they can think about returning to their own source, but now they have to do it!  They must do just

as they thought.

The plus activity takes on the form of minus.  Doing minus he can return to his own

source.  The minus activity as well takes on the form of plus.  Doing plus she can return to her

own origin.  And yet, in the midst of this process of returning they meet again.  

They are very busy!  They are trying to get back to their own origins, and here they meet

again.  This meeting, actually, involves three worlds.  Plus and minus meet, but they also meet
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the imperfect zero child they had previously birthed.  

The plus activity, in this case, has already given one hundred millionth of himself away

in order to birth the child.  So, he is no longer complete.  Minus is the same in this.  She has

given that part of herself, and so she is no longer the complete minus activity.  The activities of

plus and minus that are returning in their transformed states are not complete activities.  As for

the child that is in between them, the child has both plus and minus.  Therefore the child is zero.

The child is pure.  Pure but not complete.  

True purity, in other words real perfection is when all of plus and minus have become

one.  

This state of the three imperfect worlds is called the material world.  In Buddhism, the

world of form, shiki, 色.

In  this  case the plus activity  is  plus,  certainly,  but  not all  of plus.   This  incomplete

version of plus is called the world of form of plus.  This is material plus.  Minus has, in fact,

thrown away  being  minus  for  the  time  being,  and  taken  on  the  guise  of  plus,  and  is  also

incomplete.  I wonder if you understand?  This is what you should be contemplating in zazen!  If

the wisdom does not arise in you in zazen that thinks, "Yes, that’s it!"  then you cannot be said to

be doing Zen practice.  If this realization does not arise, whatever you are doing, it is not Zen

practice.  

Plus is plus, but imperfect plus, and minus is also imperfect, and the child has both plus

and minus as its content, and therefore is zero, but it is an imperfect zero.  Therefore this world

of imperfection is the material world, in which all three worlds are imperfect.  This is the world

of rupa, form.

Although it is difficult to completely grasp this, in order to begin you must have some

understanding of what the material world is.  This is the way of teaching of Tathagata Zen.  What

kind of world does the material world appear into, and from what kind of a world does it appear?

Manifest the wisdom that knows this principle!  What is the origin of the material world?  This is

what  you must know.  This is  the wisdom you must  manifest.   If  you do not manifest  this

wisdom, no matter what you might do, even if you call it Zen practice, it is not Zen practice.  The
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material world manifests when plus and minus become imperfect, and give birth to the imperfect

"I am" self.  

Imperfect minus, imperfect plus, and the imperfect zero in between are together, meeting.

So what happens?  Just as you might expect the child, immediately gives back its minus part to

the minus activity, and simultaneously gives back its plus part to the imperfect plus activity that

we call father.  Then, having gotten this part back, plus becomes complete plus again.  Minus

also becomes complete minus again.  

Therefore the "I am," imperfect self is gone, but another way to acceptably think about

this is to understand that the "I am" self has become perfect plus and perfect minus.  It is not

really gone.  It has become the perfect self.  

The "I am" self is capable of not attaching to the "I am" self.  It does divide itself in two,

and gives back its plus to father and its minus to mother, and then the complete, perfect self is

manifest.   It is because the Dharma activity acts will-lessly, it is because the activity of The

Tathagata acts will-lessly,  that this principle can manifest.  

Here is when plus and minus have manifested a new origin.  If they did have selves, and

will, they would realize, here, that a new origin has been manifest.  Here plus and minus are

opposing each other.  They are opposing each other, but they are in the same world, and they

realize that they are holding their one shared world together.  Another way to describe this is to

say that plus and minus have simultaneously melted completely into their one share world.  

This is when you must, according to Buddhism, clearly understand that it  is this very

state that is the manifestation of true love.  You must understand this distinction between the

manifestation of true love, and thirsty, greedy love.  If you do not understand this principle then

the way you love and hate as a human being will be delusion.  All of your loves and hates will be

based on delusion.  

We who are manifest as imperfect selves must have an ideal to guide our lives, we who

have been born as human beings must have an ideal, and Buddhism says that ideal should be the

manifestation  of  true  love.   But,  thinking,  "I  like  this.   I  dislike  that"  is  in  no  way  the

manifestation of true love.  True love is when there is absolutely no need to think.  True love is
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the complete condition.  True love is the manifestation of One True Nature.  This is the teaching

of Buddhism.  This is what I want you to carefully think about.  When it comes to love there are

two basic ways of love: true love and incomplete love.  

When imperfect, incomplete love manifests then, always, likes and dislikes, thoughts of

good and evil arise.  When true love manifests then there is absolutely no need to think, no need

to know.  The manifestation of true love is the state of perfect knowing, and therefore it is the

state in which thinking and knowing are not necessary.  The activity of knowing that has no need

to know is true knowing.  This is true wisdom.  It is difficult to really understand this.  

Human beings seem to love to talk, and Zen students are no exception, it seems.  People

learn a little bit about Zen, and the next thing you know they are blabbering and jabbering on and

on about Zen.  Watch out!  Be careful!  The moment you start to talk it is the particular self, the

"I am" self who is talking.  

When true love manifests there is no need to know, and no need to reject anything.  That

is  true  love.   However,  human  beings  seem  to  love  imperfect  love,  and  love  to

"Blahblahblahblahblah," blabber on and on about it.  All of that sort of talk is just standing in the

point of view of the "I am" self,  and then, from that point of view, arguing about love, and

arguing about God.  This is what most people seem to do.  

True love is the manifestation of a kind of knowing that has no need to know.  No-

knowing-knowing. (fuchinochi, 不知の知), is true wisdom.  Now, as seichu begins, I want you

to think clearly that your job for this seichu is to strive to manifest this kind of love, this kind of

knowing.  Base your practice on this ideal.  Make the manifestation of true love the ideal that is

the foundation of your practice.  Make the manifestation of knowing that does not need to know

the ideal that guides your practice.     

  

終

The End   
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